Chapter 1
Units and Vectors
1.1 Introduction
This first chapter contains basic information and skills that you
will need throughout your entire study of physics. Many textbooks
break this material into two separate chapters, an introduction to
units and then a separate chapter on vectors. In
LetsLearnPhysics.com, we present it as one chapter. It is very
important that you try to determine what your particular professor or
teacher stresses in this chapter. Don’t worry if you don’t understand
some of these questions right now, they will become clearer as we
progress through the chapter. The main questions you should have in
mind are as follows:
1.)
2.)

3.)
4.)
5.)
6.)

Are you expected to be able to do a dimensional
analysis problem? Many classes skip this section.
How important is the practice of significant figures to
your teacher? Many physics classes are very particular
about the use of significant figures, others just
expect you to be reasonable in introductory courses.
Does your teacher expect you to do order of magnitude
estimations? Most classes skip this topic.
Does your teacher expect you to add vectors
graphically?
Does your teacher expect you to use unit vector
notation? Most high school classes do not, while some
college classes do.
Does your class cover dot and cross products for
vectors? Most classes do not cover this material at
the beginning of the year but instead wait and
reintroduce it when it is needed later.

1.2 Units
Fundamental Units
Physics, being a mathematical science at heart, makes extensive
use of units. Every number that you use in a problem has a physical
meaning and was measured somehow, using some sort of measuring device
(naturally, in the case of written problems, the numbers were not
actually measured, but the problems are meant to simulate an actual
situation). With that in mind, understanding units is essential.
Physics primarily uses the metric system although it is common to
scatter a few problems here and there that use the standard (American)
system of units. This is done because many types of engineering still
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primarily use the standard system.
The metric system has two types of units - fundamental units and
derived units. Fundamental units are exactly what the name implies they are basic units that have been defined in order to make up all
the other units. They are the “building blocks” of all the other
units. Below is a table of the fundamental units in the metric
system.
Table 1.1 - Fundamental Units
Quantity

Name

Symbol

length*

meter

m

mass

kilogram

kg

time

second

s

electric current

Ampere

A

temperature

Kelvin

K

amount of substance

mole

mol

luminous intensity

candela

cd

Three quick notes should be made before we continue with units.
First, for philosophical reasons, the meter is no longer a fundamental
unit, which explains the asterisk. In the 1970s, it was decided that
it would be better to define the speed of light as a fundamental unit,
and then define the meter from that. However, for beginning physics,
it is easier to think of the meter as being fundamental or defined.
Second, notice that some units use a capital letter instead of a lower
case letter. These units are named after scientists. Third, the
kilogram is the only fundamental unit that has a prefix. The kilogram
is the defined unit, not the gram.

Metric Prefixes
Besides fundamental units, the metric system also uses prefixes.
A prefix in front of the unit increases or decreases its value by an
amount based on the prefix. For example: kilograms means 1000 grams.
There is a table of prefixes listed below. In science, the primary
prefixes that are used are multiples of three (mega, kilo, milli,
micro) although centi is often used as well. It is rare that you will
see the other prefixes (such as deci or deca).
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Table 1.2 - Metric Prefixes
Prefix

Symbol

Meaning

tera-

T

1012

giga-

G

109

mega-

M

106

kilo-

k

103

hecto-

h

102

deka-

da

101

base
unit

no
prefix

100

deci-

d

10-1

centi-

c

10-2

milli-

m

10-3

micro-

ì

10-6

nano-

n

10-9

pico-

p

10-12

femto-

f

10-15

A very nice trick that you should learn is how to mentally
convert from one level of prefix to the base unit (base unit means the
unit without a prefix). If you remember this very simple rule, this
will never give you problems.
To convert from a unit with a prefix to the base unit simply
discard the prefix and replace it with the meaning of the
prefix in scientific notation.
For example: 683 mg is 683x10-3 g
Notice how we replaced the prefix m with its meaning of 10-3
After this, it is easy to move the decimal to show proper
scientific notation (which would yield 6.83x10-1 g, since
moving the decimal twice to the left adds two to the
exponent).
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Derived Units
Any combination of units can be combined together to create a new
unit to measure something else. These are called derived units. Some
examples of derived units are:
m/s - meters per second, used to measure velocity
m/s2 - meters per second squared, used to measure
acceleration
kgCm/s2 - kilogram meters per second squared (kilograms
times meters per second squared)
There are many others. Some of these units are used so often that
they are given their own names. The two most important derived units
for the first part of physics are as follows:
kgCm/s2 = N (called a Newton)
kgCm2/s2 = J (called a Joule)
Check to see whether or not your textbook and/or professor expects you
to memorize these derived units.

Dimensional Analysis (Unit Analysis)
A dimensional analysis problem (sometimes called a unit analysis
problem) is a type of problem where the student is expected to
determine the units, and only the units, of the answer given an
equation and the units of the variables in that equation. This seems
like a simple process, and some students can do this naturally, but
occasionally there is some confusion. To clear up that confusion, the
rules of handling units are listed below.
1.)

Any combination of units can be multiplied or divided.
Example: (3 kg)(6 m)/(3 K) = 6 kgCm/K

2.)

Similar units combine to form exponents.
Example: (6 m2Cs)(5 s/m) = 30 mCs2

3.)

Only identical units can be added.
Example: (3 m) + (4 m) = 7 m

4.)

When spoken, multiplied units are simply stated one after
another.
Example: 3 mCkgCs is pronounced “three meters kilograms
seconds”.

5.)

Units that are divided are distinguished by saying either
“per”, “over”, or “divided by.”
Example: 3 kgCm/s is pronounced as “three kilogram meters
per second”, or “three kilogram meters over seconds”, or
“three kilogram meters divided by seconds”.
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Pure Numbers
Besides quantities with units, there are “pure numbers” in
physics, which are numbers that do not have units. If all the units
in a quantity cancel out, that leaves you with a pure number that has
no units. This can sometimes be confusing in dimensional analysis
problems.
Example: (6 m)/(3 m) = 2 (just 2, no units)
Certain mathematical operations require pure numbers to work.
For example, sine, cosine, and tangent all require the argument
(number in the function) to be unitless (degrees do not count are real
units and therefore are unitless). The log and exponential functions
also require unitless arguments. Besides this, these functions return
values that are unitless. Consider the following example:
What is the final unit of (65 m)sin(30o)?
The answer is meters, because the sine function returns a pure number.
Although the examples above all contain numbers, very often
dimensional analysis problems just use units. Be careful with these
problems, as when you are working with just units the rules are a
little different. Below is a unit analysis problem worked out and
showing all steps.
Example 1.2.1
Find the units of z given:

Two comments should be made about this example. First, notice
that when you added units it did not double the unit. In this final
step of the problem, kilograms plus kilograms equals kilograms. It
did not equal 2 kilograms. This is because we are working with units,
not numbers. Think of it this way - would 3 kg + 4 kg = 7 2kg? No,
it would equal 7 kg. Thus kilograms plus kilograms equals kilograms
when working with units. The second point that should be made is that
it is important to keep straight the difference bewteen units and
variables. Consider the following example:
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Example 1.2.2
What is the final units of F = ma, given m has units of kg, and a has units of m/s2?
Notice that m is a variable in the case of F=ma and a is also a
unit in m/s2 and kgCm/s2. Such use of the same letter for both
variables and units is common in physics, but it sometimes throws a
new-comer for a loop. When there are numbers in the formula, it is
easier not to be confused, but when working strictly with units, it
can lead to confusion.
On some occasions, you might be asked to do a dimensional
analysis using what I refer to as “pseudo-units.” Some books, instead
of using actual units in dimensional analysis, will use a generic unit
like length, time, temperature, mass. The example below illustrates
this.
Example 1.2.3
Given that I = mv2t2, find the generic units of I if m is in kilograms, v is in m/s, and t is in
seconds.
The benefits to doing unit analysis in the manner shown above,
with generic units, is that the answer tells you what the units will
be in any system. For example, if we said the answer was in units of
length per second, it would be m/s in the SI system and ft/s in the
standard system.

Example 1.2.4
Find the generic units of z given
z = kdsin(2è)
where k is in N/m, d is in m, and è is in degrees
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Example 1.2.5
Find the units of H, given
H = mc(Tf - Ti)
where m is in kg, c is in m2/sCK, and Ti, Tf are in K.

Example 1.2.6
Find the units of Äd in the equation below, given that n1, n2, and c are in m/s, t is in
seconds, and x is in meters.

1.3 Conversion
Another skill useful in physics is to be able to convert from one
set of units to another. This is a skill that you probably developed
in chemistry when you learned how to convert from moles to atoms or
molecules. Although not routinely covered in introductory physics
classes, some of the textbooks contain a section on conversions, so
the process is summarized here.
Converting from one set of units to another is done by
multiplying the original number and units by a fraction in parentheses
(some books use a grid instead of parentheses). This fraction is the
conversion factor that has one set of units on the top, another set on
the bottom, and generally contains a “1" in one location and the
conversion factor in the other. This sound confusing but consider the
following example:
Example 1.3.1
Convert 25 miles/hour into meters per hour.

In this example, the second parentheses has 1609 (conversion factor)
meters divided by 1 mile since there are 1609 m in a mile. Notice
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another very important fact - the units in the second parentheses are
arranged so that miles (the unit you want to get rid of) is on the
bottom so that it can cancel out the miles in the original number.
This will leave you with meters. The trick here is to simply add
parentheses so that you cancel out the units you don’t want and end up
with the units you do want. Another example to illustrate this:
Example 1.3.2
Convert 25 miles/hour into miles per seconds

Again, note how the units are arranged so that the hours cancel and
you are left with minutes.
If you need to do more than one unit conversion, you simply add
more and more sets of parenthesis.
Example 1.3.3
Convert 200 miles/hour into meters per second.

Before we leave this section, one note should be made. Be very
careful when converting anything involving a square or cube. The
conversion factors for a square are the squared value of the normal
conversion. For example, although there are 100 cm in a meter, there
are 10000 cm2 in a m2 (10000 is 1002).
Example 1.3.4
Convert 35 ft/s into m/s

Example 1.3.5
Convert 7895 cm/sec into miles/hour
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Example 1.3.6
Convert 34 ft3 into m3

MKS and CGS Units
In the metric system, it is standard practice to work in either
what is called the MKS or the CGS system. MKS stands for meterskilograms-seconds and CGS stands for centimeters-grams-seconds. What
this means is that we do not use meters and grams (or centimeters and
kilograms) in the same problem or mix them together in derived units.
There is good reason for this, as it makes things easier in the long
run. For example, as mentioned, a Newton is a kgCm/s2. If you had a
problem and the answer was to come out in Newtons, but you used grams
and meters instead of kilograms and meters in the problem, you would
not be able to use Newtons as your answer.
Examples of acceptable units: mCkgCs, m/kg2, cmCgCs, cm/g2, etc.
Examples of unacceptable units: cmCkgCs, m/g2, etc.
Most of the time we will work in the MKS system, since it uses
base, fundamental units, but occasionally we will use the CGS system.
Please notice that mixing the two systems does not produce an
incorrect answer, it is simply an answer in a non-uniform system of
units. You may have noticed that the study of chemistry does not
follow this convention (for example, the units of specific heat are
usually given as J/goC - Joules use MKS and grams are in the CGS
system). This will cause a few inconveniences when we discuss heat
energy.

1.4 Numeric Manipulation
Significant Figures
The idea of significant figures comes from the fact that all
numbers in physics are actually measurement and therefore are not
infinitely accurate. For example, if you measured the length of a
table and said it was 2.136776557 meters, it is highly unlikely that
you were able to measure the table down to the billionth of a meter.
What you are really saying with that number is that the table is
somewhere between 2.125 and 2.135 meters long. The way numbers are
written in physics tells the reader instantly how accurate the
original measurement was. Each number that is measured is called a
“significant figure” (some books and theories allow for an extra
“guesstimation” figure at the end, we will leave that out of our
discussion). In dealing with significant figures, a student needs to
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be able to do two things. Number one, they should be able to
determine which digits are significant and how many are in a given
number. Number two, they need to determine how many significant
digits should be in the answer to a mathematical problem, given the
number of significant figures of the numbers used in the problem.
Any non-zero digit is significant, so the rules primarily
indicate how to handle zeros in numbers.
The rules for determining the number of significant digits are as
follows:
1.)
2.)
3.)
4.)
5.)
6.)

All non-zero digits are significant.
Example: 9876 has 4 sig figs.
Zeros to the right of a number but left of a decimal are NOT
significant (see last rule for exceptions).
Example: 3,000,000 has 1 sig fig.
Zeros in between numbers are significant.
Example: 908 has 3 sig figs.
Zeros to the right of a decimal but left of a number are not
significant.
Example: 0.009 has 1 sig fig.
Zeros to the right of a decimal and right of a number are
significant.
Example: 0.0090 has 2 sig figs.
If the number measured happens to be a zero, this would be
significant, and it is indicated by a line over or under the
zero. Any zero with a line over or under it is considered as a
number.
Example: 9000 has 3 sig figs (the nine, the underlined zero
and the zero between them according to rule 3)
Example: 0.00090 has 2 sig figs.
The nice thing about using scientific notation is that all the
digits in front of the x10 factor are significant.
Example: 1.20x102 has 3 sig figs. The zero is significant
if it is written. We assume that if the person only
measured this to two significant figures, they would have
written 1.2x102.

Using Significant Figures
Now that we understand significant figures, we need to know how
to use them mathematically. The rules are fairly simple. To add or
subtract numbers with significant digits, you round your answer so
that it has the same rightmost significant digit as the least accurate
number you used. This rule sounds weird when written, but it is easy
when put into practice, as this example illustrates:
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To multiply or divide numbers with significant digits, you round your
answer to have the same number of significant digits as the number
with the fewest significant digits that you used. For example:

Often, students are reluctant to use significant digits because they
feel that they are losing accuracy in their answer. This is not true.
Because every number being worked with is a measurement, and because
the answer (theoretically, at least) would have to be checked by
measuring it, the answer needs to conform to the limitations of the
measuring devices used. Here is an example of what is meant by this:
Suppose someone gave you a stick that was about 3 feet long and asked
you measure a football field with it. You might come back and say it
is 115 sticks long. The next day, the grounds keeper adds about 3
inches (about 0.08 sticks worth) of extra paint to the final line and
you are asked to measure it again. Would you now come back and say
the field is 115.08 sticks long? No, you would still say the field is
115 sticks long. In this example 115 + 0.08 = 115, not 115.08.
Because you are limited by your measuring device you cannot be more
accurate.
By the way, calculators know nothing about significant digits.
Never, ever, simply write down every digit your calculator displays!
That practice really annoys physics teachers, and considering that
they are the ones issuing the grades, it is a good idea to avoid
things that annoy them.
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Example 1.4.1
How many significant figures are in each of the following numbers?
a.)
789300
b.)
0.0041
c.)
0.0009800
d.)
1.03
e.)
3.780x103
f.)
9000

Example 1.4.2
Carry out each of the following mathematical operations and report the answer with the
correct number of significant digits.
a.)
342.4 + 190 =
b.)
0.0043 + 0.0004
c.)
1040 + 933
d.)
33 x 100
e.)
65.3 x 233
f.)
0.0034 x 0.01234

1.5 Estimation/Order of Magnitude Problems
Sometimes, in physics, your teacher may require you to do an
estimation. Estimation is a handy skill to develop and one that very
often students do not practice. The key to doing estimations is that
you want to make the mathematics as easy as possible. In fact, most
estimations, if not all, should be done in your head without the
assistance of a calculator. There are really two types of
estimations: regular estimations and order of magnitude estimations.
It is assumed that most students reaching the stage of their
first physics class have had some instruction on how to do a normal
estimation, but let us try one just for practice.
Example 1.5.1
Estimate the volume of a commercial jet airplane.

Occasionally your teacher may ask you to estimate an answer, or
give an order of magnitude answer. Sometimes these problems are
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called “Fermi Problems” because Enrico Fermi (a famous physicist) used
to be very good, and very quick, at solving these problems.
The term order of magnitude refers to the power of ten in the
answer. For example, an answer of 4000 has an order of magnitude of
3, since it is 4x103. In these problems, rounding can sometimes cause
an answer to move up an order. For example, 6000 actually has an
order of magnitude of 104 since it is closer to 10000 than 1000.
To do an order of magnitude problem, you simply use on the
exponents of all the numbers. Since they are exponents, they are easy
to multiply or divide in your head. Calculators should never be used
in an order of magnitude problem.
These problems tend to take the form or ridiculous questions that
at first seem very hard to solve, such as “How many hairs on all the
dogs in the world?” Or, “How many pennies would fill the Atlantic
Ocean?” Let’s try the second one together.

Example 1.5.2
How many pennies would fill the Atlantic Ocean?

Occasionally, students are reluctant to estimate things and they
object to these problems by saying thing like: “But 107 m long is not
the true length from north to south on the globe, let me look it up on
Wikipedia and we can use the actual number.” No, no, no. The idea is
to get a quick estimation - we only care about whether the number is
107 or 108 or 106. Fermi was able to do these problems in his head in
a matter of seconds.
Practice Problem 1.5.3
Estimate the number of hairs in New York City

Practice Problem 1.5.4
Estimate the number of times your tire would rotate in driving from New York to San
Francisco.
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1.6 Review of Trigonometry
The use of trigonometry in physics is extensive. It is assumed
that you had trig in the past, and that you remember how to use it.
Some textbooks have a small section providing a review of the trig
functions and it is not uncommon for a high school physics class to
spend a day or two on this material. In that spirit, we provide a
very short review of trigonometry here, and we have included a few
practice trig problems in our Guided Practice and Practice Problem
sections.
Sine, cosine, and tangent functions are used in almost every
chapter of physics. Since these are functions, they have an argument
and a result. The argument is the number that goes into the function,
and very often the variable used to represent this number is theta
(è). As mentioned in the unit section, this argument must be
unitless. Angles are actually unitless quantities, and thus any angle
measure is a “pseudo-unit” which doesn’t really count as a unit. The
two most common angle measures are degrees and radians. The
conversion between the two measures is 2ð radians = 360 degrees.
When you put an angle into sine, cosine, or tangent, you receive
a unitless number out of the function. This number is the ratio of
two of the sides of a right triangle that contain this angle. The
diagram below indicates what each function means.

Notice that sine and cosine can never give an answer greater than
one, while tangent can give answers of any magnitude.
While the above explanation applies to angles less than 90
degrees, it is also possible to take the sine, cosine, or tangent of
angles greater than 90 degrees. In math class this was explained by
using the unit circle. A slightly different explanation follows here.
When you take the sine, cosine, or tangent of an angle greater than 90
degrees, you are actually referring to a triangle that is formed
between a line at that angle and the nearest x-axis, as seen in the
diagram below. You then indicate the direction of each side with a
positive or negative value. For example, in the diagram below, the x
side is considered negative, since it extends to the left of the
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origin. The y side of the triangle is positive since it extends
upwards.

The next diagrams indicates some other possible combinations.

A quick glance at these shows us that there is a pattern to when each
trig function is positive or negative, depending on the quadrant.
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We also have inverse trig functions, which can be written many
different ways. For example, the following are all equivalent ways of
writing the inverse functions:
inverse sinA = arcsinA = sin-1A
inverse cosA = arccosA = cos-1A
inverse tanA = arctanA = tan-1A
The inverse functions do exactly what their name implies. You
put a number or ratio into the argument, and the function returns the
angle that corresponds to that ratio. Notice how the inverse
functions contains the variable A and not è. That is because we do
not put an angle into the argument, we put a number or ratio into the
function and the function returns an angle. The diagram below
indicates the meaning of the inverse functions.

Although we use the term “inverse functions”, these are not truly
mathematical functions, since for any given argument, there are two
possible answers (within 360 degrees). What we mean by this is that
there are two angles that have the same sine, cosine, or tangent. For
example, if I ask you to tell me what angle has a tangent of 1, you
could say 45 degrees or 225 degrees. The way that mathematicians get
around this is by limiting the domain of these functions. In physics,
we cannot do this, simply because our problems must match reality,
which is not limited in that way. You need to keep this in mind,
especially when using tangent in the vector section that follows. You
calculator will only give you one of the two possible answers, you
will need to think about the situation and determine if it is the
correct one. The other answer is found by either adding or
subtracting 180 degrees (this only works for tangent).
Practice Problem 1.6.1
While standing on a street, 30 m away from a building, your line of sight to the top of the
building makes a 60 degree angle with the horizontal. Ignoring your height in this problem,
find the height of the building.
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Practice Problem 1.6.2
A ship (call it Ship A) at sea receives two radio signals from two other ships. One ship
(ship B) is exactly 300 miles to the west and the other (ship C) is some distance away at
67 degrees south of west. Find the distances between ships A and C and between ships
B and C, given that C is directly south of B

Practice Problem 1.6.3
If you stand 100 m from a 70 m building, what is the angle of your line of sight up to the top
floor?

Practice Problem 1.6.4
Two students stand along a street, with a large building in between them. The two
students are 800 m apart, with the building somewhere in between (not necessarily in the
middle). Student A is standing such that his line of sight to the top of the building makes a
43 degree angle to the horizontal, and the line of sight for student B makes a 67 degree
angle. What is the height of the building? (Ignore the height of the students in this
problem.)

1.7 Vectors
Vectors and Scalars
All the numbers you deal with in physics are actually
measurements, and it turns out that some measurements require more
information than others to be complete. For example, if I asked you
to describe how you are pushing a box, you might answer, “With 100 N
of force.” But the effect of that force would be very different if
you were pushing it up as compared to pushing it west. Thus we have
some quantities for which it is important to include a direction in
their measurement.
Vectors are quantities that require a direction, while
directionless quantities are called scalars. Some examples of scalars
include: mass, time, and temperature. Examples of vectors include
velocity and force. Vectors behave differently than scalars, and
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knowing how to handle vectors is very important in physics.
Some of the basic things you should know about vectors are listed
below:
1.)

2.)

3.)

4.)

5.)

A vector has two parts: magnitude and direction. The
magnitude consists of a number and a unit and is the
“length” or value of the vector. The direction,
obviously, tells which way it is pointing.
Examples:
Vector A = 36 m/s at 45o
36 m/s = magnitude
45o = direction
The old-fashioned way to designate a vector is by
putting a half-arrow over the variable to indicate that
particular variable is a vector. Since this is
difficult in word processing, most books have moved to
indicating a vector with an underline or bold type.
Examples:
A = 36 m/s at 45o (vector)
A = 36 m/s at 45o (vector)
A = 25 s (scalar)
To indicate the magnitude of a vector, absolute value
signs are used. The magnitude of a vector is a scalar.
Example:
A = 36 m/s at 45o
B = *A* = 36 m/s (scalar)
Angles on vectors can be given in a number of different
ways, but the most common is to give the angle from the +x
axis, going counter clockwise (just as angles are given in a
math class).
Examples:
A = 36 N at 200o (in the 3th
quadrant)
A = 36 N at -160o (same
vector)
A = 36 N at 20o down from the
-x axis (same vector)
Vectors are drawn on an axis system, with arrow heads
indicating their direction.
Example:
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6.)

Vectors are mathematical entities, like a square or a triangle.
Thus they can be moved around without changing what they are (as
long they are not rotated). They are not tied to the axis system
or the origin.

Vector Mathematics
The biggest difference between vectors and scalars in physics is
that vectors have their own rules for addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division. They do not add the same as scalars.
The main goal of this chapter is to teach you how to handle vectors
mathematically. Since we have two things (vectors and scalars) and
two operations (addition/subtraction and multiplication/division),
this leads us to six possibilities:
1.)

scalar + scalar = new scalar
(you already know how to do this - normal addition)

2.)

scalar + vector = ????
(this cannot be done)

3.)

vector + vector = new vector
(will be learned in this chapter)

4.)

scalar C vector = new vector
(will be learned in this chapter)

5.)

scalar C scalar = new scalar
(you already know how to do this - normal multiplication)

6.)

vector (times) vector = vector or scalar
(will be discussed later - this one is complicated)
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Scalars Times Vectors
A scalar times a vector is very simple - you simply multiply the
vector’s magnitude times the scalar and your result is a new vector
with a new magnitude and the same direction as the original vector.
Example 1.7.1
Given
c = 25 s
B = 10 N at 86o
Find cB.

Vector Addition: Graphical Method
The addition of two vectors can be done either mathematically or
graphically. Using a graphical method is a bit old-fashioned, and
often college physics classes will skip this all together while high
school classes might spend a little time on it. Although the use of
calculators in science and math classes over the years have made this
method all but obsolete, learning this method can be of great
assistance to a student since it will allow you to mentally picture
vector addition, and once you are comfortable with it, it will allow
you to get an approximate answer in a matter of seconds for any vector
addition so that you can check your mathematical answer to be sure it
is reasonable.
When we refer to these as graphical methods, we mean that the
answer is produced by actually creating a drawing of the situation.
Some teachers or professors will have you do a complete, scale drawing
using rules and protractors, others will simply have you do an
approximate sketch to come up with an approximate answer.
There are two graphical methods for adding vectors: the
parallelogram method and the head to tail method (they are really the
same thing). The parallelogram method is usually only taught in the
most basic of physics classes while the head to tail method is taught
in the mid-range classes. Although they are the same thing, the head
to tail method is easily expanded to be able to add three or more
vectors, while the parallelogram method can only add two at a time.
The easiest way to learn them is to follow along though an example.
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Example 1.7.2
Parallelogram Method Example:
A = 30 N at 35o
B = 60 N at 130o
Find R, where R = A + B
(Vocabulary note: R stand for “Resultant” which means the sum of the two vectors, or the answer to the
addition of the two vectors. It is a very common term. Many books will ask you to “find the resultant of this
vector addition” - it just means find the answer and call it “R”)

Step 1: Draw an axis system and draw each of the two vectors to scale on the axes,
starting at the origin.

Step 2: Create a parallelogram out of the two vectors, by extending lines from the end of
each vector, parallel to the opposite vector.
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Step 3: Your answer (R) is a vector that starts at the origin and crosses the parallelogram
to the opposite corner. You determine your answer by measuring the line produced and
measuring the angle from the x axis (NOT the angle in the parallelogram).

In this example, the answer is approximately R = 80 N at 93o.

Now for a head-to-tail method example.
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Example 1.7.3
Head to Tail Method Example:
A = 30 N at 35o
B = 60 N at 130o
Find R, where R = A + B

Step 1: Draw and axis system and draw the first vector.

Step 2: Draw the second vector starting from end of the first vector. In other words, move
the second vector so that it starts from the end of the first vector. Remember that we
mentioned that vectors can be moved around without changing their meaning.
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Step 3: Your answer is a new vector starting from the origin and ending at the end of the
last thing you drew.

Again, the answer turns out to be about 80 N at 93o

Notice how the two methods are really the same thing. However, if you
were asked to add three vectors, the head to tail method would be
shorter. You would simply draw the third vector from the end of the
second, and your answer would again be from the origin to end of the
last thing you drew (the third vector). An example is shown below.

There are two major common mistakes that students make when first
learning vectors, and these should, obviously, be avoided. The first
is that they sometimes give the angle as the angle between the answer
(resultant) and the first vector as the angle of the answer. All
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angles are always measured from the x axis. The second is that
sometimes, they draw their answer going from the end of the second
vector to the origin, instead of the other way around. This means
they are actually giving -R instead of R.
Very often it is important to visually understand adding vectors.
One way to do so is to use a distance (or displacement) example.
Adding two vectors is very much like walking the vectors, one after
the other and then seeing where you ended up from the starting point.
For example, if you want to visually understand adding 8 m at 45o to 4
m at 160o, imaging walking 8 m at 45o and then turning around and
walking 4 m at 160o. Where would you end up in relation to where you
started? (It is interesting to note that adding vectors is not
actually like walking, walking is like adding vectors.)

Adding Vectors Mathematically - Special Cases
When we first learn to add vectors mathematically, it is easiest
if we break vector addition into a few special cases and deal with
those cases first.
The first special case is for any two vectors that are either in
the same direction. These vectors simply add their magnitudes while
keeping the same direction.
Example 1.7.4
A = 13 units at 60o
B = 10 units at 60o
R = A + B =?

This is very simple and straight forward, and notice how our “walking
example” demonstrates this easily.
The second special case would be two vectors in completely
opposite direction. In this case, the answer would be the difference
(subtraction) of the two vectors, and the direction would be the
direction of the larger of the two original vectors.
Example 1.7.5
A = 13 units at 60o
B = 10 units at 240o
R=A+B=?
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Again, our walking example shows us how to understand this easily.
The last example of a special situation is very important, and
will be used throughout the year. It is the special case of two
vectors that lie on the axes at 90o to each other. An example of this
would be:
A = 10 N at 0o
B = 8 N at 90o
You should be able to figure out on your own how these two
vectors add together by envisioning the walking example or by
visualizing the head to tail method. Adding these two vectors
produces a right triangle, with each vector being one leg and the
answer being the hypotenuse. A diagram is shown below of the head to
tail method.

Thus, to get the length of the resultant (R = A + B), we use the
Pythagorean Theorem.
*R*2 = *A*2 + *B*2
And to find the angle we use inverse tangent
è = arctan(*B*/*A*)
These two ideas and formulae are very important and will be used
throughout the remainder of the year in Physics.

Vector Resolution
So far, we have learned how to add vectors graphically, and how
to add vectors in special cases. Before we go much further, and learn
how to add any two vectors, we must learn about vector resolution,
since it will be the cornerstone of vector addition.
The term “resolving a vector” means to break a vector into what
are called vector components. The components of a vector are like the
shadows that the vector casts on the x and y axis. This is best
explained through an example.
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Take vector A, where A = 22 N at 600, as seen in the diagram
below. Vector A has two components, called Ax (the x-component of A)
and Ay(the y-component of A). Each one represents the length of
vector A along that particular axis (what I called the shadow of the
vector). In fact, Ax and Ay, as indicated by the bold type, are
vectors themselves, where the direction of Ax is always 0o and the
direction of Ay is always 90o.

If I asked you to find the length of Ax and Ay, you could probably
do with very easily with a little bit of trigonometry. You would find
that:
*Ax* = *A*cosè = (22)cos(60o) = 11
*Ay* = *A*sinè = (22)sin(60o) = 19.05
In fact, this ideas is very important and will be used over and over
again.
To find the length of the x-component of a vector, you
multiply the length of the overall vector times the cosine
of the angle. To find the length of the y-component, you
multiply by sine.
In your head, you should start associating sine with the y-direction
and cosine with the x-direction.
Example 1.7.6
If B = 85 m/s at 38o, find the components of B.

Example 1.7.7
If B = 80 m/s at 150o, find the components of B.
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Notice how the second example provides us with the proper direction
the x-component. Since B is in the second quadrant, we would expect
the x-component to be negative and the y-component to be positive.
The reason we learn about vector resolution is because in order
to add any two arbitrary vectors, we will need to resolve them first.
If you think about the process of resolving a vector, you may come to
the conclusion that when we resolve vectors, you are creating two
other vectors that when added together produce the original vector.
In other words, always,
Bx + By = B
We can see this easily in the diagram below. Notice how it looks
exactly like the last special case of vector addition as listed above.

This means that we will always have
*B*2 = *Bx*2 + *By*2 (by the Pythagorean Theorem)
and
è = arctan(*By*/*Bx*)
Very handy formulae to remember. A student should be able to both
resolve vectors into components and reconstruct a vector from its
components.
Example 1.7.8
Given that Cx = 24, and Cy = -16, find C.

A few vocabulary and notation comments should be made at this point.
Firstly, vector components are actually vectors themselves, that
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lie along the axes. However, very often teachers get lazy and
sometimes just write them as scalars, so do not be surprised if your
teacher starts to write things like the example given above. Notice
that in that example it should say “Cx = 24 at 0o” because Cx is a
vector. However, that gets tiring to write (or type) all the time, so
we just leave off the direction and assume since it is an x-component,
the student is aware that it points towards 0o.
A second comment is that occasionally, teachers get very lazy and
forget to indicate that the component is actually a vector. So very
often you will simply see Cx instead of Cx and Cy instead of Cy.
Practice Problem 1.7.9
Break the following vectors into components.
a.)
b.)
c.)

80 N at 25o
120 m/s at 130o
8 m at 320o

Practice Problem 1.7.10
Take the following vector components and “un-resolve” them back into the original vector.
a.)
b.)
c.)

Ax = 35 m, Ay = 21 m
Ax = -35 m, Ay = -21 m
Ax = -12 m, Ay = 8 m

Adding Any Two Arbitrary Vectors
Now that we understand how to resolve vectors into components, we
can learn how to add any two arbitrary vectors. The process is quite
simple:
1.)
2.)
3.)
4.)

Resolve both vectors into their components.
Add the x-components together, this gives you the xcomponent of the answer (Rx).
Add the y-components together, this gives you the ycomponent of the answer (Ry).
Since Rx and Ry are the components of the answer, we can put
them together (un-resolve the vector) to get the answer.

The easiest way to understand this is to follow along with an
example.
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Example 1.5.9
A = 30 N at 45o
B = 50 N at 65o
Find R, where R = A + B
Step 1: Break both vectors into components

Step 2: Add the x and y components together.
Rx = Ax + Bx
Rx = 21.21 N + 21.13 N
Rx = 42.34
Ry = Ay + By
Ry = 21.21 N + 45.32 N
Ry = 66.53 N
Step 3: Combine (un-resolve) Rx with Ry to produce R
*R*2 = *Rx*2 + *Ry*2
*R*2 = (42.34)2 + (66.53)2
*R*2 = 6218.92
*R* = 78.86 N
è = arctan(66.53/42.34)
è = 57.5o
R = 78.86 N at 57.5o
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A second example might also be useful to demonstrate how to handle
vectors that are not in the first quadrant.
Example 1.7.12
If A = 50 N at 65o and B = 100 N at 200o, find R where R = A + B
Step 1: Break vectors into components.
Ax = *A*cosè = (50 N)cos65o = 21.13 N at 0o
Ay = *A*sinè = (50 N)sin65o = 45.31 N at 90o
Bx = *B*cosè = (100 N)cos200o = -93.96 at 0o (or 93.96 at 180o)
By = *B*sinè = (100 N)sin200o = -34.20 at 90o (or 34.20 at 270o)

Step 2: Add the x and y components together.
Rx = Ax + Bx = (21.13)-(93.96) = -72.83
Ry = Ay + By = (45.31)-(34.20) = 11.11
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This gives us components that look like this:

Step 3: Combine Rx and Ry to produce R
*R*2 = *Rx*2 + *Ry*2
*R*2 = (-72.83)2 + (11.11)2
*R*2 = 5427
*R* = 73.67 N
è = arctan((11.11)/(-72.83))
è = -8.7o or 171.3o
R = 73.67 N at 171.3o

An important point is illustrated by the above example. When you type
tan-1(-11.11/72.83) into your calculator, it returns an answer of 8.673o. However, if you recall our discussion of trigonometry, you
will remember that inverse tangent has two possible answers for each
argument. How do you know which one is correct? The best way to do
this is to look back at the x and y components of the resultant. In
this particular case, Rx is negative, and Ry is positive. This means
that the answer should be in the second quadrant. Since the
calculator tells you the answer is in the fourth quadrant, you know
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that it must be 180 degrees from the calculator answer.
Practice Problem 1.7.13
Given that A = 16 m at 130o and B = 30 m at 250o, find A + B.

Practice Problem 1.7.14
Given that A = 150 m at 330o and B = 200 m at 280o, find A + B.

Practice Problem 1.7.15
Given that A = 50 m at 65o, B = 30 m at 160o, C = 40 m at 100o, find A + B + C

Subtraction of Vectors
Naturally, since vectors can be added, they can also be
subtracted. Since subtraction is simply the addition of a negative
(or opposite), vector subtraction is simply the addition of the
negative, or opposite of a vector. To understand vector subtraction,
we will need to understand how to make the opposite of a vector.
The opposite of a vector, or the negative of a vector, is made by
simply finding a vector that is the same magnitude, but opposite
direction as the original vector. Thus:
If A = 25 units at 0o, then -A is 25 units at 180o
or
If A = 25 units at 60o, then -A is 25 units at 240o
From these examples, plus some common sense, we can see that to make
the opposite of a vector we would add 180 degrees to its direction.
Another way to make the opposite of a vector would be to simply
add a negative sign to its magnitude. Thus:
If A = 25 units at 60o, then -A = -25 units at 60o
Notice how when using this method, the direction stays the same. It
would be a “double negative” if you were to add a negative sign and
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then change the direction by 180 degrees. When taking the negative of
a vector, you would simply do one method or the other, not both.
When subtracting vectors, what you are doing is simply adding the
negative of the second vector. For example:
Example 1.7.16
If A = 50 N at 65o and B = 100 N at 200o, find R where R = A - B

Practice Problem 1.7.17
Given that A = 22 m/s at 160o and B = 18 m/s at 20o, find R where R = A - B.

Practice Problem 1.7.18
Given that A = 450 N at 60o and B = 600 N at 120o, find R where R = A - B.

Understanding Vector Word Problems
Occasionally, some text books, and some teachers, will throw in a
few vector word problems in an introductory chapter. Although this is
sort of “jumping the gun” (because vector word problems are actually
what many of the upcoming chapters are all about) it is a good way to
get some practice at a very important skill: turning a vector word
problem from a paragraph description to a mathematical equation.
The easiest way to do this is to draw out the situation given in
the problem, using arrows pointing in the appropriate direction. From
this diagram, many students could simply write out the vector equation
that the diagram represents. However, if you have difficulty with
this, there are two rules to keep in mind:
1.)

2.)

The resultant (R) is always by itself on one side of the
equal sign in a vector equation, and it is represented by an
arrow that starts at the origin and ends with its head
touching the head of another vector.
Any two vectors in a diagram that are drawn head to tail
(the beginning of one vector at the end of another)
represent two vectors that are added together.

In order to solve vector word problems, we generally follow these four
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steps:
1.)
2.)
3.)
4.)

Using the paragraph, draw a diagram of the situation using
arrows to represent directions. Give a variable name to
each vector on the diagram.
From the diagram, write out the vector equation that the
diagram represents.
Solve the vector equation for the unknown, just as you would
do for any other mathematical equation.
Plug the numbers into the equation and solve it using vector
addition or subtraction.

While all of these steps and directions may seem very abstract, they
represent a very logical procedure for solving these types of
problems. A very common mistake that students make when doing these
problems is that the skip steps 2 and 3, and they simply add together
the two vectors given in the problem. Although this will sometimes
give a correct answer, it will certainly not always give a correct
answer. The following example will make this clearer and give a
concrete example of the steps outlined above.
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Example 1.7.19
Johnny walks for 2.3 miles at 20o North of East, then walks 1.8 miles directly north. How
far and in what direction should Johnny walk if he wants to return directly to the position
from where he started?
Solution
Step 1.) Draw the situation, and give a variable name to each vector:

Step 2.)

From the diagram, write the appropriate vector equation:

A+B+C = 0
(Notice how the diagram above does not represent A+B=C. If it did so, vector C would
have to point the other direction. It would start at the origin and go to the end of B.)
Step 3.)

Mathematically solve the equation for the unknown.

C = -(A+B)
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Step 4.) Do the vector math to find the unknown.
Find A+B
Ax+Bx = *A*cosè1+*B*cosè2 = (2.3)cos(20o) + (1.8)cos(90o) = 2.16
Ay+By = *A*sinè1+*B*sinè2 = (2.3)sin(20o) + (1.8)sin(90o) = 2.58
*A+B*2 = (2.16)2 + (2.58)2 = 11.36
*A+B* = 3.37
è = arctan(2.58/2.16) = 50.1o
We now know that A+B = 3.37 miles at 50.1o. However, that is not the correct
answer. Our equation tells us that our correct answer is -(A+B). So we need to find the
negative of that vector which can be done one of two ways, as shown below:
C = -(A+B)= -3.37 miles at 50.1o or C = -(A+B) = 3.37 at 230.1o
Although either answer is correct, the second one is preferable (it is the angle plus 180o)
since it actually tells you what direction to walk.

There are a number of variations that can occur in problems like this,
but they usually all boil down to the same thing: You have to figure
out what the unknown is and adjust your vectors to fit the situation don’t just add the two vectors given in the problem. Very often this
means having to subtract vectors to get the correct answer. Below is
another example of this situation.
Example 1.7.20
A model rocket is launched 250 m straight up in the air, then it drifts down and lands on the
ground. The student walks 120 m north from the launch pad to pick up the rocket. Find
the path of the drift as a vector.
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Practice Problem 1.7.21
A student walks 74 paces at 60o North of East, then blindfolds himself and spins around a
random number of times. He then walks a certain number of steps in a random direction.
When he stops, he takes off his blindfold and walks 30 paces at 20o South of East and
arrives back at the same spot from where he began. Find the number of steps and the
direction that he walked after removing his blindfold.

Practice Problem 1.7.22
A child, playing with a remote controlled helicopter, causes it to take off and fly in a straight
line northward, directed 40o up from the horizontal for 65 m. He then causes the helicopter
to fly from that position, passing directly over his head and ending 120 m due south, and
50 m above the ground (the 120 m is measured along the ground, both measurements are
from the child’s position). Represent the second flight path of the helicopter as a vector.

Unit Vector Notation
Writing a vector in the normal notation of so many units at so
many degrees is very logical and immediately gives you a sense of the
direction of the vector. For example, if I say that the vector A = 50
m/s at 79o, you probably have a very good sense of what that vector
“looks like”. However, there is another way to write vectors which
makes them a little harder to immediately envision, but it makes them
much, much easier to work with mathematically. This is called the
“unit vector notation”.
To represent a vector in unit vector notation, it is written as
the sum of its components. In other words, instead of writing A = 50
m/s at 79o, we would write: A = (9.54 m/s)i + (49 s/m)j. In this
notation, (9.54 m/s) is the length of the x component of A, and (49
m/s) is the length of the y component of A. In this case, we already
have the components of the vector handy, and the student can see why
this makes it so much easier to add two vectors together.
The i and the j in the equation above are called unit vectors.
They are vectors that point in a particular direction (i points along
the +x axis at 0o, and j points along the +y axis at 90o, k points
along the +z axis straight out of the page and is only used for three
dimensional vectors) and that have a defined value of one.
Thus the set up of A = (9.54 m/s)i + (49 m/s)j is saying that
vector A is the same as the sum of two vectors, one that is 9.54 m/s
long pointed along the x-axis, and the other that is 49 m/s long
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pointed along the y axis.

Oftentimes, this notation is written a bit differently, using
different symbols for the unit vectors. Another way of writing this
vector would be A = (9.54 m/s)î + (49 m/s)¯ where the symbol î is
pronounced “i hat” and it stands for the unit vector in the xdirection. The symbol ¯ is called “j hat” and is the unit vector in
the y direction. The term and symbol “hat” is actually the standard,
mathematical terminology used for unit vectors.
Notice now how easy it is to add vectors together if they are in
unit vector notation.
Example 1.7.23
If A = 35î + 16¯ and B = -22î + 7¯, then find R, where R = A + B.

We see that the addition becomes much easier and quicker, but until
you have worked with them for a very long time, it is hard to
immediately imagine what 13î + 23¯ means (in fact it is a vector 26.4
units long at 60.5o).
Unit vector notation is the mathematically proper method of
representing a vector, but it is rarely used in high school physics
classes. In college physics classes, often the regular notation is
used with the unit vector notation thrown in once and a while.
Practice Problem 1.5.J
Convert the following vectors either to or from unit vector notation.
a.)
b.)
c.)
d.)
e.)
f.)

120 N at 145o
500 N at 300o
5 N at 190o
45î + 19¯
-230î - 400¯
8î - 12¯
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Practice Problem 1.7.25
Add the following two vectors and express the answer in unit vector notation.
A = 48 N at 2200
B = 23 N at 260o

1.8 Advanced

Vector Topics
Vector Dot Product

As was mentioned earlier, when it comes to multiplying vectors
things get a bit weird. It turns out that there are two methods of
“vector multiplication” and they are called the dot and cross product.
In fact, the term vector multiplication is not really used, the
correct terminology is to say that with two vectors; “we can add,
subtract, dot or cross them”. We would never actually say we could
multiply them.
The dot product is a way to multiply two vectors and produce a
scalar answer. Thus this is often also called the “scalar product”.
The way the dot product works is as follows:

R = ACB
R = *A**B*cosè
Where è is the angle
between the two vectors

Notice that the angle (è)is the angle between the two vectors.
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The dot product is related to how parallel the two vectors are. This
is a very important idea. If the two vectors are parallel, the dot
product is at its maximum value, and if the two vectors are
perpendicular, it is at zero. One way to think about the dot product
is this: imagine multiplying the magnitudes of the two vectors and
then taking a percentage of that number based on how parallel the two
vectors actually are. This would be the dot product (note: it is not
a straight percentage, so 50% parallel is not 50% of the value, this
is just a conceptual illustration to understand the dot product.)
Let us try a simple example.

Example 1.8.1
Find R where R = ACB, if A = 70 N at 45o and B = 20 N at 700

To find a dot product using the unit vector method of representing
vectors, we do so as follows:
R = ACB
R = (*Ax**Bx*) + (*Ay**By*)

Example 1.8.2
Find R, where R = ACB, if A = (49.50)î + (49.50)¯ and B = (5.17)î + (19.32)¯.
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A quick glance shows that this last example gives the same answer as
the previous example. This is not a coincidence, since vectors A and
B are exactly the same vectors. They are simply written in two
different formats. 75 units at 45o is the same thing as (49.50)î +
(49.50)¯

Vector Cross Product
As might be guessed, the vector cross product does almost the
exact opposite to what the dot product does. It takes two vectors and
gives you a new vector which represents how perpendicular the two
original vectors were. In this process, we find the cross product as
in example below.

R = A×B
R = *A**B*sinè
Where è is the angle
between the two vectors

Y
Example 1.8.3
Find R where R = A×B, if A = 70 N at 45o and B = 20 N at 700

ou may have noticed that the example above only told us the length of
the answer (or the magnitude of R) not the direction. But since the
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cross product takes two vectors and produces a new vector, the answer
must also have a new direction. Finding this new direction is a bit
weird. The direction of the new vector must be perpendicular to both
the original vectors. If you think about this for a few minutes, you
will realize that there are only two possible directions for this out of the page or into the page. You simply have to decide which
one.

To make the decision you use one of the many “right hand rules”.
There are at least four different right hand rules out there and each
teacher has their favorite. Three are listed below. The all sound
ridiculous, but they all work.
1.)

2.)

3.)

Using your right hand, lay your fingers along the
direction of the first vector (in this case A) so that
when you curl your fingers, they curl towards the
second vector (B). Your thumb points in the direction
of the new vector (R).
Using your right hand, place your pointer finger along the
direction of the first vector, and curl your middle finger
in towards your palm until it is at 90o to the pointer
finger. Rotate your entire hand until your middle finger
points from the first vector toward the second vector. Your
thumb now indicates the direction of the new vector.
Imagine placing a flat-head screw driver down so that
the line is along the first vector. If you then turned
the screw driver towards the second vector, the
direction that the screw would move would indicate the
direction of the new vector.

Regardless of which one of those make the most sense to you, the
answer is the same. For this example, A×B gives you a new vector that
points out of page.
The cross product is related to how perpendicular the two
original vectors were. Just like the dot product told us how parallel
the vectors were, the cross product tells us how perpendicular the two
vectors are. If they are 90o to each other, the cross product gives
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us a new vector with a maximum value. If they are parallel, it gives
us nothing. In fact, look at the examples given above. We used the
same vectors in both the dot and cross product examples. If you pay
attention to the original vectors, you will notice that they are
fairly close to being parallel. That is why the dot product is 1212
N2, but the cross product only has a magnitude of 700 N2.
Crossing two vectors in unit vector notation follows an
interesting format. Each component of the answer is found by
multiplying and subtracting the components of the original vectors
that point in the other directions. Since cross products and vectors
only make sense in three dimensions, we need our formula to show all
three components:
R = (AyBz-ByAz)î + (AzBx-BzAx)¯ + (AxBy-BxAy)k
Example 1.8.4
Find R, where R = A×B, if A = (49.50)î + (49.50)¯ and B = (5.17)î + (19.32)¯.

Notice how since our first two vectors did not have any z components,
the first two terms cancel out and only the z direction is left. That
illustrates how the resultant is always perpendicular to the two
original vectors.
Before we leave, it behooves us to reiterate a few of the
differences between dot and cross products for vectors.
C
Dot product is at maximum when the vectors are parallel, cross
product is at maximum when the vectors are perpendicular.
C
Dot product is zero when the vectors are perpendicular, cross
product is at zero when the vectors are parallel.
C
Dot product produces a scalar answer and cross product produces a
vector answer.
C
Dot product uses cosine and cross product uses sine of the angle
between them.
C
Dot product multiplies the components in the same direction and
then adds them, cross product multiplies components in different
directions and then subtracts them. (This applies to unit vector
notation.)
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Example 1.8.5
For each set of vectors below, find the dot and cross product. For the cross product,
determine whether the resultant vector points into or out of the page.
a.)
b.)
c.)
d.)

A = 45 m at 20o, B = 30 m at 90o
A = 8 N at 60o, B = 12 N at 350o
A = 5 m at 20o, B = 8 m at 120o
A = 120 m/s at 60o, B = 97 m at 240o

Example 1.8.6
For each set of vectors below, find the dot and cross product.
a.)
A = 8î+12¯, B = 5î+8¯
b.)
A = 83î+45¯+60k, B = 34î+30¯+10k
c.)
A = 3î+4¯+6k, B = 3¯+1k

Example 1.8.7
If vector A = 22 N at 60o and vector B points directly at 90o, what is the magnitude of
vector B given that the dot product of A and B equals 323.9 N2?

Example 1.8.8
Given that vector A = 3.4 m/s at 15o, ACB = -20.36, A×B = 5.46 (out of the page), find the
magnitude and direction of vector B.

Example 1.8.9 (for unit vector notation)
If vector A = 42î + 23¯, find a vector that is perpendicular to vector A and has a length of 33
units.
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1.9 Lab Skills: Graphical Analysis
Since this chapter contains the basic introductory concepts that
are needed to understand physics, before we leave we should introduce
the concept of a graphical analysis. In fact, this should not be a
new concept to the student, it should have been something that was
covered in your math classes. However, it is a very important skill
in physics and so we should spend some time reviewing this procedure
and making sure that the student is aware of how to use graphs to
produce equations, and how to compare equations to graphs.
Steps to Solving Analysis Problems
1.) Determine the dependent and independent variables and graph
the data.
2.) If your graph is a straight line, determine the equation for
that line and you are done with the problem.
3.) If the graph is not a straight line, use the shape of the
graph to determine the relationship, then regraph the data using
the relationship to change the values of the independent
variable.
These steps are much clearer if explained through example, as
will be done shortly, but first some guidelines for graphing should be
explained:
Guidelines for Graphing
1.) Graphs should be done on graph paper, and the graph should
take up the entire page. Adjust your scales accordingly.
2.) The independent variable always goes across the x-axis (the
abscissa) and the dependent variable on the y-axis (the
ordinate).
3.) Every graph needs a title. When titling a graph, it is
customary to write the title as dependent versus independent
variable (i.e. distance versus time, not time versus distance).
4.) Scales on the x and y axis need not be the same and need not
start at zero.
5.) Although the graph should take the entire page, leave room
(and scale) for extrapolating the graph on all sides.
6.) When determining slope of a graph, you should not use the
data points to make up your slope triangle. Always use the line
itself.
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7.) If the data points are in a shape that is a fairly straight
line, they should be connected by what is called the "best
fitting line". This is the line that best approximates the data.
Do not just connect the dots. If the data points make an obvious
curve, connect them with the best fitting smooth curve.
We have used the terms dependent and independent variables so far
without explanation. The terms themselves give some clue as to their
meaning, the dependent variable is the variable that "depends" on the
independent. This is a very difficult concept to explain in writing,
but one way of viewing it is that as the independent variable changes,
it causes the value of the dependent to change and not visa-versa.
Another way to view the situation is that the independent variable is
the one that would still exist if the experiment were not measured
(although this concept does not apply all the time). Consider
measuring the amount of gas consumed by a car compared to the time
elapsed. If you were to graph this data, gas volume would be the
dependent and time the independent, since as time goes by, the gas is
being used up. Sometimes students ask "but as the amount of gas
changes, the time changes, so can't it be the other way around?" The
answer is no. The elapse of time is causing the amount of gas to
change, your gas consumption is not causing time to change (in fact,
when time is in a data table or on a graph, it is always the
independent variable, except in some very strange situations in
relativity where your speed causes time to slow down or speed up).
Now consider squeezing a balloon and measuring the way the pressure
changes as you squeeze it tighter. In such a case you could graph
pressure in the balloon versus volume of the balloon. Pressure is
then the dependent variable because it "depends" on the volume you
create. Now change the situation and hook the balloon to a helium
tank, allowing you to change the pressure inside the balloon, causing
it to expand and contract. In this case, the pressure is the
independent variable and volume is the dependent. Notice how in all
three examples the independent variable would still be there if the
experiment were not run (i.e. time would go on, the balloon would
shrink or expand as you squeezed it and the pressure would increase or
decease as you manipulated the tank, the other variables would need to
be measured to "exist")
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Example 1.9.1
Suppose you carried out the following very simple experiment: You placed different
amounts of weight on the end of a spring and measured how far the spring stretched for
each different mass. The data you collected is listed below.
Stretch of
Spring

Weight
Hanging on
End

5 cm

0N

8 cm

0.1 N

9 cm

0.125 N

12 cm

0.200 N

15 cm

0.250 N

17.5 cm

0.300 N

19 cm

0.350 N

The first step it to determine the dependent and independent variables and produce the
graph. In this case, the Stretch (S) is the dependent and the weight (W) is the
independent. The graph looks like this:
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Since this graph is already in the shape of a straight line, we draw the best fitting line and
find the equation (using slope-intercept form).

Our equation comes out to be:
S = (42 cm/N)W + 4 cm

From this example you should see that the equation is of the form
y=mx+b where y is the dependent variable, m is the slope, x is the
independent variable, and b is the y-intercept. An astute student
might also have noticed that we mixed up the units here and so our
answer is not strictly proper (we should not use cm with Newtons).
However, we will gloss over that for now.
This example also shows us another, very important thing: the
points do not all lie exactly on the line. That is because these data
points are supposed to be from an experiment, and thus we would expect
some errors and therefore not exact lines. That is perfectly
acceptable and to be expected. Your graphs will not always come out
the be perfect, we just have to do the best with what we have.
This graph came out to be a nice, straight line. But what
happens if you do not get a straight line? To answer that you should
first be able to recognize different graphs. For our purposes you
should know the shapes and relations of four different graphs:
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The graph above represents a direct relationship between the x and y
variables. When we see a graph that is a straight line we know that y
is directly proportional to x (written as y%x) and we can say that
y=mx+b (or y=kx+b) where m (or k) is called the constant of
proportionality.

This second graph shows us that y is proportional to x2 (a squared
relation) and the equation can be written as y%x2 or y=kx2+b (actually
the true equation is y=k(x-a)2+b, but for our treatment we will
simplify things by only using examples where a=0).

The third graph represents an inverse relationship where y%(1/x) or
y=(k/x)+b and the final graph below shows a case where y is related to
the square root of x (y%/x or y=(k/x)+b).
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The question remains, however, how do you determine k and b in cases
where the graph is not a straight line? Remember, we are trying to
write a mathematical equation relating the two variables and to do so
we must determine those two quantities. The method we use is simple:
by recognizing the shape of the graph, we regraph the data after
changing the x values to something more appropriate. For example, if
we originally graphed our data and the graph turned out to look like
the third graph, we would know that y%1/x. Then we make another
column in our data table and calculate the values of 1/x for each x.
We then graph y versus 1/x and this should yield a straight line. If
it does we determine the slope of the graph (which is k) and the yintercept (b) and substitute them into the equation y=(k/x)+b for our
final answer. A similar process is used for the other relations.
Let us try one example of this.
Example 1.9.2
The data below represents an object dropped from a very high bridge.
d

t

position
(below
bridge)

time

0m

0 sec

4.9 m

1 sec

19.6 m

2 sec

44.1 m

3 sec

78.4 m

4 sec

122.5

5 sec

Find the equation of the motion by graphing the data.
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The first step would be to graph the data:

And we notice that since this is not a straight line, we will have to regraph the data. The
shape of the graph tells us to regraph using a squared relationship, so we make a new
data table that has the independent variable squared, then we regraph the new data.

d
position

t2
time2

0m

0

4.9 m

1 sec2

19.6 m

4 sec2

44.1 m

9 sec2

78.4 m

16 sec2

122.5 m

25 sec2

Since this gives us a straight line, we can find the slope and intercept and write the
equation. The slope of this graph turns out to be 4.9 m/s2 and the intercept is zero, so the
equation is:
d = (4.9 m/s2)t2 + 0
(We do not need to write the zero.)
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One last step might be required (especially in lab experiments)
and that would be to compare your equation to a known equation.
Suppose, for example, that you were doing a lab involving motion and
you determined that the equation from the graph was d=16t2+5. Looking
in your notes you found an equation of motion that stated
d=d0+v0t+(a/2)t2 (where d=distance, v=velocity, a=acceleration, t=time
and the small circles beneath the variables indicate initial values
for starting position and velocity). Comparing this to your
experimental equation shows that the object started at position 5, had
no initial velocity and an acceleration of 32 (naturally all of these
would have units as well). This may be easier to see if we rearrange
the equation to read d=(a/2)tt+d0. Then you see how a/2 matches with
16 and d0 matches with 5 in your experimental equation.

Example 1.9.2
The data below represents the experiment described in the above discussion, where a
balloon is attached to a device that measures the internal air pressure of the balloon. A
person pushes the balloon and the diameter of the balloon shrinks, and thus its volume.
As it does so, the pressure in the balloon increases. Using a graphical technique, find the
equation of the data.
Volume (m2)

Pressure (Pa)

0.08

12000

0.07

13700

0.06

15900

0.05

19150

0.04

24100

0.035

27400

0.032

30100

0.03

32000
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Practice Problem 1.9.3
In the data set below, S is the independent variable, and d is the dependent variable.
Using graphical techniques, find the equation that relates the two variables.
S
(in m3)

d
(in kgCs2)

0

14.00

1

17.00

2

18.24

3

19.20

4

20.00

5

20.71

6

21.35

7

21.94

8

22.49
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Homework Assignments
Homework 1.2 - Units and Conversion
1.)

Determine the units of T given:
r = m
F = kg.m/sec2
a = sec
T = rF3a2

2.)

Find the units of F given:
G = m3/(kg.sec2)
m1,m2 = kg
r = m

3.)

Carry out the following units analysis to find the generic units
of I, given the following information:
W =
t =
v =
R1,

Newtons.
time = sec.
velocity = m/sec
R2 = radius = m.

4.)

Convert 390 km/hour to miles per hour using the factor label
method and showing all work.

5.)

Convert 22 miles per hour into meters per year using the factor
label method and showing all work.

6.)

Convert 3x104 kg/m2 into kg/mm2 using the factor label method and
showing all work.
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Homework 1.4 - Numeric Manipulation
1.)

Determine the number of significant figures in each of the
following numbers.
a.) 0.00036
b.) 3.8891x105
c.) 76.0030
d.) 23,000

2.)

Carry out the following mathematical operations and report the
answer with the correct number of significant digits.
a.) 7663 + 200
b.) 0.003 - 0.0002
c.) 2.3 x 800
d.) 1277/6

3.)

Estimate the size (in cubic meters) of the amount of shampoo that
is purchased in the United States each year. Explain each
assumption and each step.

4.)

Estimate the cubic volume of the Great Pyramid of Giza.

Homework 1.6 - Review of Trigonometry
1.)

In the figure below, calculate the quantity marked x.
is not drawn to scale.
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The figure

2.)

In the figure below, calculate the quantity marked x.
is not drawn to scale.

The figure

3.)

In the figure below, calculate the quantity marked x.
is not drawn to scale.

The figure

4.)

In the figure below, calculate the quantity marked x.
is not drawn to scale.

The figure
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5.)

In the figure below, calculate the quantity marked x.
is not drawn to scale.

The figure

6.)

In the figure below, calculate the quantity marked x.
is not drawn to scale.

The figure

7.)

Find the quantity marked x in the diagram below.
not necessarily drawn to scale.
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The figure is

8.)

Find the quantity marked x in the diagram below.
not necessarily drawn to scale.

The figure is

9.)

Find the quantity marked x in the diagram below.
not necessarily drawn to scale.

The figure is

10.) Two buildings are situated such that building B is directly north
of building A. If you stand directly west of building A, your
line of sight to the top of building A makes an angle of 10.62
degrees with the horizontal and you know the straight line
distance from your eye to the top of building A is 814 m. You
also know that building B has a height of 230 m and your line of
sight to the top of the building makes an angle of 15.1 degrees
with the horizontal. Using this information, calculate:
a.)
b.)
c.)

The height of building A.
The distance to building B.
The distance from building A to building B.

In the following three problems, all angles are measured with East
being 0o, North being 90o, etc.
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11.) A ship at sea receives radio signals from two other ships. The
first signal is coming from due east and the second signal is
coming from 320 degrees. It is known that the two ships sending
the signals are exactly 300 km apart, with the second ship
directly south of the first. How far is the third ship from each
of the other two?
12.) Two radio transmitters are located 150 miles apart, with
transmitter B situated 35o from transmitter A. An airplane is
sighted directly North of transmitter B and 65o of transmitter A.
How far is the plane from each transmitter?
13.) A bishop on a chess board wishes to arrive at a square whose
center is exactly 22.85 cm. from the center of his square at an
angle of 66.8 degrees from his present position. Given that each
square on the board is 3 cm. on a side, and that a bishop can
move any number of squares at a 45 degree angle from his present
position in one turn, what is the minimum number of moves he can
make to arrive at his desired square. What moves should he make
(give your answer in relevant units, not cm.) ? Also, given that
the square he is on and the square on which he wishes to be are
both on the board, what do we know about his present position ?
(Hint: a chess board is square measuring 8 squares on each
side.) If he can truly arrive there in the least number of
moves, what else can we assume about the board (and/or game)?
14.) Given that secA =1/cosA and tanA = sinA/cosA, use these
definitions to prove :
(secA)2 - 1 = (tanA)2
(It might be helpful to use the opp, adj, hyp notation.)
15.) In a city stand three buildings - A, B, C. Building A is 700 m
North of building B and C is directly south of building B. You
are standing directly west of building B. Building A stands 160
m high and your line of sight makes an angle of 4.32 degrees with
the ground. Building C stands 200 m high and your line of sight
makes and angle of 4.79 degrees with the ground. You know
building B to be 275 m high. Using this information, answer the
following questions:
a.)
b.)
c.)
d.)
e.)

How far
How far
How far
What is
How far

are you from building A ?
are you from building B ?
are you from building C ?
the angle of your line of sight to building B ?
is building C from building B ?
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16.) Calculate the length of the side labeled Z.
drawn to scale.

The figure is not

17.)Determine why the figure below is physically impossible (the
figure is not drawn to scale).

Homework 1.7 - Vectors
In problems 1 through 6 complete the vector additions by using both
the trigonometric and graphic methods. Note: the graphic method
should be neatly done on graph paper.
All angles are measured from the +x axis.
1.)

A = 10 units at 90 degrees
B = 5 units at 90 degrees
Calculate A + B and A - B

2.)

A = 14 units at 64 degrees
B = -8 units at 64 degrees
Calculate A + B and A - B
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3.)

A = 120 units at 0 degrees
B = 80 units at 270 degrees
Calculate A + B and A - B

4.)

A = 8 units at 45 degrees
B = 6 units at 70 degrees
Calculate A + B and A - B

5.)

A = 20 units at 140 degrees
B = 16 units at 350 degrees
Calculate A - B and B - A (note the change in operations)

6.)

A = 8 units at 200 degrees
B = 8 units at 340 degrees
Calculate A + B and A - B

Consider the vector equation A + B = R. In the problems below you are
given A and R and asked to find B. (V5)
7.)

R = 24 units at 60 degrees
A = 9 units at 35 degrees

8.)

R = 8 units at 125 degrees
A = 6 units at 260 degrees

9.)

Add the following three vectors both graphically and
mathematically (all angles measured from the +x-axis):
6 units at 40o
2 units at 135o
9 units at 270o

10.) Consider two vectors, A = 7 units at 65o and B = 9 units at 105o.
(a.) Using the component (mathematical) method of vector
addition, add these two vectors. (b.) Keeping the vectors
stationary, rotate the x-y axis system 45o counterclockwise. Now
add the two vectors using the components that lie along these new
axes. (c.) How does the answer to part b relate to the answer
to part a ? What do you think that this means with regard to
coordinate systems and vectors? Can you theorize about a
property of vectors from this example?
11.) An air traffic control tower picks up a UFO 4500 m due north at
60 degrees above the horizon. It tracks the object for 30
seconds and then loses it when it vanishes at a range of 6000 m
at 40 degrees above the horizon, due south. Represent the motion
of the object as a vector.
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12.) A man walks 20 miles at an angle of 250 N of E, then 40 miles at
an angle of 400 W of S. What is the path he should have taken to
arrive at the same location in a straight line?
13.) In a factory, a box is lifted straight up 20 m by an crane, then
it is taken down two conveyor belts and ends up at a machine that
is 50 m directly east of the crane. The first conveyor belt goes
down at a 30 degree angle for 140 m. Find the direction and
length of the second conveyor belt. Consider the crane, both
belts, and the machine to be all in one east-west plane.

Homework 1.8 - Advanced Vectors
1.)

Convert the following vectors into unit vector notation.
a.) 64 m/s at 75o
b.) 115 N at 200o
c.) 4 NCm at 130o

2.)

Convert the following vectors from unit vector notation into
standard notation.
a.) 6î + 2¯
b.) 215î - 300¯
c.) -34î + 19¯

3.)

Add the following two vectors together and express the answer in
unit vector notation.
A = 22 N at 20o
B = 6 N at 300o

4.)

Subtract vector A from vector B and express the answer in unit
vector notation, given that:
A = 150 N at 160o
B = 100 N at 220o

5.)

Find the dot and cross product for each pair of vectors (always
use A as the first vector - i.e. ACB and A×B). For the cross
product, determine whether the resultant vector points into or
out of the page.
a.) A = 22 m/s at 30o, B = 12 m/s at 140o
b.) A = 3 N at 10o, B = 4 N at 340o

6.)

Find the dot and cross product for each pair of vectors (always
use A as the first vector - i.e. ACB and A×B)Give all answers in
unit vector notation.
a.) A = 4î + 3¯, B = 2î - 6¯
b.) A = 12î - 6¯ + 8k, B = -22î - 16¯ - 20k

7.)

If vector A = 145 N at 135o and vector B points towards 100o,
what is the magnitude of vector B, if the cross product of A and
B equals 80 N?
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8.)

If vector A = 8 N at 60o, ACB = 22, and A×B = 10 N2 out of the
page, find the magnitude and direction of vector B.

Homework 1.9 - Graphical Analysis
1.)

Given the following data, find the exact relationship between p
and q (p is the independent variable).
p

2.)

q

2

62

4

98

6

158

8

242

10

350

12

482

Given the following data, find the exact relationship between p
and q (p is the independent).
p

q

1

0.75

2

0.5

3

0.4166

4

0.375

5

0.35

6

0.333
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3.)

Suppose you carried out the following experiment: Over the course
of two weeks, you measured the difference in temperature between
the inside and the outside of your house and then determined your
electrical energy usage during that day. You recorded each in
the table below. Graph the data and determine a relationship
between the two variables.
Difference in
Temperature (ÄT)

Energy Usage (kWChrs)

1o C

41.2

2o C

44

3o C

50.8

3.5o C

56

4o C

60

4.6o C

65.4

5o C

70

6o C

81

6.3o C

88

6.7o C

96

7o C

100

7.1o C

100.5

7.3o C

104

7.4o C

106
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Labs and Activities
Activity 1.1 - First Day Activity
While working in the lab, late one night, you are approached by your
assistant, Igor, with an interesting situation. It turns out that for
the last two hours, Igor was bored and was playing around with some
equipment. He took a sample of a newly discovered metal (Exotin) and
an electron gun and decided to see what would happen if he fired
electrons into the metal. The gun is adjustable, and can be fired at
different speeds. It turns out that at speeds below 25 m/s the
electrons just bounced off the metal. At higher speeds, two electrons
were detected, with speeds varying depending on the initial speed of
the incoming electron. At still higher speeds three electrons were
detected, and at higher speeds, four electrons were detected. Being a
good, thorough lab assistant, Igor put the data into the chart below
for you to examine (a darkened box indicates nothing was measured i.e. no electron came out).
From this information, what can you deduce about Exotin?
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(All speeds in m/s)
Before
electron
collides
with metal
Speed of
incoming
electron

After
electron
collides
with metal
Speed of
electron 1

Speed of
electron 2

Speed of
electron 3

Speed of
electron 4

15

15

20

20

24

24

25

5

5

30

12.7

12.7

32

15

15

34

1.1

1.1

1.1

36

7

7

7

38

9.9

9.9

9.9

40

12.2

12.2

12.2

42

3

3

3

3

44

7.2

7.2

7.2

7.2
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Activity 1.2 - Using Precision Instruments
The objective of this activity is for you to become accustomed to
using different, precision measuring instruments. You will be given a
number of known samples to practice using the instruments on and then
you will be given various different samples of copper in different
shapes and sizes. You will use the instruments to determine the
density of the materials and then compare the densities to each other
and to the known density of copper to see how well you are using the
instruments.
Materials: Micrometer, vernier calipers, ruler, spark plug gap feeler
gauges, long samples of copper wires, short samples of copper pipes,
copper balls, copper sheet, copper block.
Procedure:
1.) After your teacher explains the use of the micrometer, practice
using it on the feeler gauges to see if you can get the correct
reading (it is usually stamped on the gauge).
2.) After your teacher explains the use of the vernier calipers,
practice using them on the standard samples provided.
3.) You must measure the mass and volume of each of the ten sample of
copper and determine the density of each one. It is up to the student
to determine which measurements must be made and with which
instruments. Record each measurement in the table below.
4.) Record in the table below the formula used to determine the
volume. If necessary, draw a diagram and label the variables used in
the space below the table.
Questions:
How close were all the measurements? Did you notice any patterns
(for example, were the densities measured with the micrometer any more
accurate than the densities measured with the vernier calipers?). How
close to they all compare to the accepted density of copper, which is
8.9 g/cm3.
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Measurements
Sample

1

2

3
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Formula

Den

Activity 1.3 - Trigonometry
In this activity you will learn how to measure tall objects by
using a piece of string, cardboard and a ruler. To prepare for this
activity, take a piece of string that is about 16 meters long and
attach it to the cardboard as shown.

1.) Take the free end of the string and fasten it to the flagpole at
a position that is about at eye level.
2.) Walk backwards until the string is taunt and horizontal (you will
need a friend to stand off to one side to tell you when the string is
horizontal).
3.) Position your eye at the bottom corner of the cardboard and hold
the ruler as shown.

4.) Look up the edge of the ruler until you can just see the top
of the flagpole (be sure you keep the bottom end of the ruler exactly
at the corner of the cardboard).
5.) Hold the ruler in this position and lower the cardboard. Make a
mark where the top of the ruler is located. Please use pencil.
6.) Walk to the flagpole and measure the distance from the ground to
the spot where the string is connected. Cut the string off at the
mark and take it inside.
7.) Once inside, measure the length of the string. This measurement
corresponds to the side marked A of the triangle in the figure below.
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8.) On the cardboard, draw a line (using pencil) from the mark where
the top of the ruler was to the bottom corner where the string was
attached. Measure the angle this line makes with the bottom of the
piece of cardboard. This corresponds to the angle labeled theta.
9.) Using these two measurements, along with the measurement made in
step 6, you should be able to calculate the height of the flag pole.
10.) Erase all of your marks and return the equipment.

ground-string
height

string length
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Activity 1.4 - Adding Vectors
In this activity you will use a simple form of a force table to
see how forces add as vectors.
1.)

Get or make a three branched string as shown below.

2.) Using colored chalk, chalk each string.
3.) Place a spring scale on the loop at the end of each branch.
4.) Place a blank sheet of paper on a desk and place the apparatus
with the center on the center of the page and the branches with the
spring scales hanging off the desk.
5.) Pull on all the spring scales until equilibrium is attained.
6.) Take note of what each spring scale reads and "flick" the string
to leave chalk prints on the paper (your paper should look like the
example below).

7.) Write each scale reading next to the appropriate chalk mark.
8.) Impose a coordinate system over the chalk marks to turn the chalk
marks in vectors whose magnitude is given by the scale reading and
whose direction is measured with a protractor fro your coordinate
system. See the example below where the coordinate system is drawn
with a dotted line.
9.) Add the three vectors graphically and mathematically to show that
the sum of the vectors equals zero.
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10.) Repeat the procedure using new angles to give you different
vectors.
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Lab 1.1 - Determining Relationships
In this lab, you will carry out four different, simple
experiments and take data for each one. You will then use the
graphical techniques you have learned to determine a mathematical
relationship for each situation. You are not expected to understand
why any of these relationships hold, instead we are just using them as
tools to learn the techniques of graphical analysis. It is up to you
to determine the dependent and independent variable in each situation,
they are not listed in any particular order in the instructions.
Note: In one of these situations, you will need to use time as the
dependent, it is up to you to figure out which situation it is.
Part I: Falling objects with air resistance. In this situation, you
will drop objects from a balcony and time the amount of time it takes
to reach the ground. The objects used will be coffee filters. You
will first drop one filter, then two (placed together, one inside the
other), then three, four, five, six, and finally seven. Be sure to
drop them from the same height. Measure the mass of one and multiply
to find the total mass of the others.

# of Filters

Total Mass

Time

#

Kg

sec

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

For this part, you are to graph mass versus speed (speed is distance
divided by time) and determine the relation between the two variables.
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Part II: Masses down a plane. In this section, you will roll a cart
down an incline (at a very low angle) and time how long it takes the
cart to reach the bottom. You will then add masses to the cart and
repeat the procedure four more times, adding more mass each time.
When you are done, you will graph time and total mass and determine
the relationship.

Trial

Total Mass

Time

#

Kg

sec

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Part III: Area of a Light Beam. In this situation, you will shine a
laser beam (or a flash light covered with black paper with a pinhole
in the center) and hold a sheet of notebook paper up in front of the
beam at different distances from the source. You will attempt to
determine a relationship between the distance from the source (r) and
the area of light showing on the paper (A). You will need to devise
your own method of measuring the area of the light on the paper and
you will need to determine the appropriate distances so that your data
has enough variation. Be sure to use the appropriate measuring tool
for each job.
Trial

Distance

Area of Light

#

m

m2

1
2
3
4
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5
6
7
8
9
10

Part IV: Heat Transfer. In this part, you will determine the
relationship between mass and temperature change when hot metal
objects are dropped into a small amount of cold water. You will find
a beaker of boiling water containing steel balls. Take one ball and
drop it into a calorimeter containing 50 g of room temperature water.
Measure the temperature before and after the ball is added. Then
remove the steel ball and add another hot ball. Repeat twice more.
When you are done, graph mass of the steel added and the temperature
of the water (the mass should be total mass of all balls added up to
that point). Notice: there are a number of factors here that you
must keep in mind for this to work properly. Take some time to think
about what they are and do not forget to take an initial reading.

Trial

Total Mass

#

Kg

0

0

Temperature
0

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
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C

Hints on Procedure and Conclusions: Please note that the variables
given in the instructions are in no particular order, it is up to you
to determine which is the independent and which is the dependent.
Also, the conclusion of each section in this lab should have a
mathematical formula showing the relations between the two variables.
Serious consideration will be given to those that also attempt to
explain what each relation means and why it is as it is (in other
words explain it - what is the intercept? What does it mean? What
does the overall equation tell us?). Also in your conclusions you
should outline any section of the procedure which was left up to your
discretion so that I know exactly how you accomplished it.
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